
 

  

Sexsmith took home its third Communities ChooseWell award 
in 2015, thanks in large measure to the leadership of the 
Sexsmith Wellness Coalition. Equally noteworthy, the coalition 
successfully underwent a shift in leadership in fall 2015, when 
founder and inaugural wellness coordinator Jennifer 
McLaughlin accepted a position at a local school and Melody 
Sample stepped into the part-time wellness role. A nutritionist 
by training, Melody is ably putting her own stamp on the 
coalition’s ambitious agenda.    

“Jennifer laid a really great framework for things and got the 
ball rolling,” Melody says. Since its birth in 2013, the coalition 
has hosted a walkability workshop, advocated for pathways and trees, initiated a portable community garden, 
led walk-to-school campaigns, held family gym nights, hosted Colour Me Fun teen events, organized other runs 
and walks, hosted annual S’no Contests (inviting residents to post home-grown snow structures on Facebook in 
the hope of getting the most likes), participated in 21 Days to Healthy Eating Challenge, promoted Random Acts 
of Physical Activity—and more. 

As Jennifer wrote in the report that helped earn this community a Providing Health Education award, results are 
clearly evident. “People in the community are more knowledgeable and able to be more active and have better 
access to healthy food.”  

Most wellness activities involve collaboration with at least one other group, boosting participation as well as 
interest in healthy living. Easter Eggstravaganza, in partnership with FCSS, regularly attracts hundreds to the 
community campground for an egg hunt and clue search, followed by prizes and food at the fire hall. Building 
on that spirit, various sport groups are holding interagency meetings to open conversations about best use of 
the community’s arena and outdoor fields. 

Melody is continuing and even expanding the coalition’s scope—adding a yoga component to the walking club, 
for example, and offering learning sessions to support the community garden. “It’s a great opportunity to teach 
people how to grow their own vegetables, which is a really important part of the whole wellness scheme of 
things,” she says. With discounts from a local greenhouse, Melody has also made the community garden more 
visually appealing by planting colourful edible flowers. Tapping her expertise in nutrition, she is launching food 
and nutrition workshops, with town council funding.  

Based on recommendations from a community walkability report, council has also approved a new pathway 
through the community gardens that will create a loop around the centre of town. It’s part of a larger effort to 
strategically replace old sidewalk, fill in gaps and create pathways, Melody says. “Sexsmith is very good about 
wanting to connect the walking trails we have. The wellness coalition has been a huge voice in that, saying we 
need to be able to get out and walk.” 

Municipal government support has increased each year since the coalition began, Melody adds. “The Town of 
Sexsmith supports our activities through funding and encourages us to apply for other grants to make even 
more projects possible.” The very existence of her part-time position is remarkable, she adds. “There are not a lot 
of people like me out there. Communities will have recreation directors, but not a wellness coordinator. It’s a 
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little like breaking the mold. There’s no written script for exactly how it should look or what to do.” The result, in 
Sexsmith, continues to be improv at its best.  

 

 


